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Abstract. A topology without axioms (briefly a topology) on a set P is a mapping u: exp P — 
-> exp P. If u, v are two topologies on P, then u is called finer (coarser) than v if uX £ vX(vX £ uX) 
holds for every subset X s P. Let f be a topological property. Then a topology possessing / is 
said to be an /-topology. The coarsest (finest) of all f-topologies on P which are finer (coarser) 
than a given topology u on P is called the lower (upper) f-modification of u. In the present paper 
those f-modifications are studied where f is one of the axioms O, / , M, A, U, K, B*t B, S well-
known from the literature. The results are illustrated by several examples. 
Key words. Topology (without axioms), O, I, M, A, U, K, B*, B, 5-axioms, lower modifica-
tion of a topology, upper modification of a topology. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In [12] and [14] the authors have found some modifications of a Cech topology, 
i.e. of such a mapping u: exp P -» exp P (where P is a given set) for which the follow-
ing three axioms are satisfied: (1) w0 = 0, (2) X c p => X c UX, (3) X Q Y S P => 
uX c • wY. These modifications are then studied in [15], [16] and [18], In the present 
paper we shall find modifications of such topologies which we obtain by omitting 
all three axioms in the definition of tech topologies. These topologies are sometimes 
called topologies without axioms or general topologies or Koutsky topologies. From 
the point of view of topology they are studied in [13] and [19]. But, as a general 
mathematical structure, these topologies occur and are investigated in many other 
branches of mathematics, for example in abstract logics (see [3], [5] and [21]) 
and in the theory of games (see [11]). 
Let P be a set. By a topology without axioms on P we mean a mapping u: 
exp P -• exp P. Briefly, we shall say a topology instead of a topology without axioms. 
If w, v are two topologies on P, we say that u is finer than t or that v is coarser than u 
when X £ P => uX g vX. Then we write u < v. Clearly, ^ is an orxler relation on the 
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set of all topologies on P. Moreover, the set of all topologies on P ordered by ^ 
is a complete lattice as shown in [13] (and even a completely distributive complete 
Boolean algebra—see [19]). 
For topologies u on a given set P the following axioms are considered: 
1. м0 = 0 O-axiom (И>. 
2. X S P => X S uX I-axiom (И)> 
3. XçYçP^uXяuY M-axiom ([»]). 
4. X, Y S P• => и(ЛГ u Y) S uX u мУ A-axiom ([7]). 
5. ЛГ S P -> tшЛГ s uX U-axiom ([12]), 
6. x,yєP,xє u{y}, y є u{x} => x = y K-axiom ([7]), 
7. x,yєP,xє u{y} => y є u{x} B*-axiom ФKD, 
8. x є P => м{x} ş {*} B-axiom ([7])> 
9. Ø^Д f S P ^ w Л Г s U м{x} S-axiom ([17])-
xeX 
Let /, g e {0, /, M, .4, C/, K, 5*, 5,5}. A topology u is called f-topology if it 
satisfies the/axiom. If u satisfies both/axiom and g-axiom, then it is called fg-topo­
logy, etc. It is easy to see that the notions .B-topology and Kfl*-topology are con­
sistent, and that every MS-topology is an .̂ -topology. 
Many papers study topologies fulfilling some of the above listed axioms. More 
precisely: 
/M-topology = extended topology in [10], 
0/M-topology = topology in [7], 
0/M_4-topology = closure operation in [6], 
OIMAK or OIMAB* or OIMAB or O/MS'-topology respectively = feebly semi-
separated or semi-uniformizable or semi-separated or quasi-discrete closure operation 
respectively in [6], 
0/MC/-topology = topology in [20], 
0/M4C/-topology = topology in [1], [2], [4], 
0/M-4C/K-topology = T0-topology in [2], 
0/M^C/B*-topology = R0-topology in [9], 
O/M^C/5-topology = Tropology in [2], 
0/MC/S-topoiogy = saturated topology (or S-topology) in [17], 
O/MC/KS-topology = discrete topology of Alexandroff in [2]. 
Let (P, u) be a topological space and let/e {0, /, M, A9 C/, K9 B*9 B9 S}. A topo­
logy v on P is said to be a lower (upper) f-modification of the topology u when v is 
the coarsest (finest)/topology on P which is finer (coarser) than u. A lower (upper) 
/-modification of u will be noted as uf (*/). 
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1. O-MODIFICATION 
Theorem 1. Let (P9 u) be a topological space. Then 
a) u0 always exists and it is defined by 
0 * X g P => u0X = uX9 
u09 = 0. 
b) u° exists iff u is an O-topology and then u° = u. Ifu is no O-topology, then there 
does not exist any O-topology on P coarser than u. 
Proof. Obvious. 
2. / -MODIFICATION 
Theorem 2. Let (P9 u) be a topological space. Then 
a) Uj exists iff u is an I-topology and then ux = u.Ifu is no I-topology, then there 
does not exist any I-topology on P finer than u. 
b) if always exists and it is defined by 
XQP =>i/X=: uXuX. 
Proof. Obvious. 
3. M-MODIFICATION 
Theorem 3. Let (P9 u) be a topological space. Then 
a) uM always exists and it is defined by 
XQiP=>uMX= f| uZ. 
XCZCP 
b) uM always exists and it is defined by 
XczP=> iPX = (J uZ. 
zcx 
Proof, a) For any subset X c P put vX = f] uZ. Clearly, v is an Af-topology 
XCZCP 
on P, since for any subsets X9 Y g P9 X g Y9 there holds vX = f] uZ c (} uZ = 
XCZCP YCZCP 
= vY. Obviously, v g u is valid. Let w be an M-topology on P such that w g u. 
If X g P is a subset, then wX = f] wZ g f] uZ = vX. Thus w ^ v and there-
XCZCP XCZCP 
fore v is the lower Af-modification of w, i.e. v = uM. 
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b) For any subset X £ P put vX = U UZ- Clearly, v is an ^/-topology on P (since 
zcx 
J J c P j I s y => vX = U wZ £ U " z = o I0- Obviously, w = t>. Let w be an 
zcx zc r 
Af-topology on P such that u g w. If X c Pis a subset, then vX = \J uZ ^ \J wZ = 
zcx zcx 
-= wX. Thus v £ w and consequently 0 is the uppar Af-modification oft/, i.e. v = ww. 
4. ^ - M O D I F I C A T I O N 
Lemma 1. Let (P, u) be a topological space. Then 
u = inf {v\v is an A-topology on P, u _ y}. 
Proof. Put <3 = {t?|t; M-OH A-topology onPfu ^ v}. & ^ Q since for the topology v 
on P defined by X £ P => 0X = P we have t? e #. Put w = inf <§. Clearly, u = w. 
We shall show that conversely w ^ u. For every subset Z £ P let us define a topo-
logy y(Z) on P in the following way: 
\uX for X = Z, -£ x g p ^ ( Z ) x _ l p f o r X + Z; 
Evidently, t?(Z) — w holds for every subset Z Q\P. Now, we shall show that v(Z) is 
an ^-topology for every subset Z g P. On that account, let X, F, Z £ P be subsets. 
Let Xu Y = Z. If X = F = Z, then t?(Z)(Xu Y) = t;(Z)X uy ( Z ) 7 is valid trivially. . 
Otherwise, if at least one of the sets X, F is different from Z, then t;(z)(X u Y) = 
= t?(Z)Z = MZ g P = t;(Z)X u «y(Z)F. On the contrary, let X u Y ^ Z. Then at least 
one of the sets X, Y is different from Z. Thus t;(Z)(X u F) = P = t;(Z)X u v(Z)Y. 
Hence v(Z) is an .4-topology. Consequently, v(Z) e # holds for every Z g P , Finally, 
let X £ P be an arbitrary subset. Then wX £ v(X)X = wX. From this w ^ u follows 
and therefore u = w. The statement is proved. 
Theorem 4. Let (P, u) be a topological space. Then 
a) uA always exists and it is defined by 
XQP=>uAX = (){ZQP\Z=[JuXi9•UX, = X>meN}> 
*=i 1=1 
w/tere N is the set of all positive integers. 
b) uA exists iff u is an A-topology and then uA = u. m m 
Proof, a) For any subset X £ P put vX = Q {Z s P|Z = \j uXi9 [) Xt = X, 
*=-i i= i 
m e N}. At first, we prove that v is >4-topology oh P. On that account, let X, F £ P 
p 
be subsets, x e i?(X u F) a point. Then xe\J uVt for every system of sets {V{ | i = 
i=-i -
P 
-= 1, . . . ,p}, p e N , fulfilling U F, = XuF. Let {X,| / = 1, . . . ,m}, meN, be 
i=-1 
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m 
a system of sets such that (J Xt = X. Similarly, let {Yt\ i = 1, . . . ,n}, n e N , be 
--
a system of sets such that (J Yt = F. Put fV, = X, for / = 1,..., m, and Wt = r,_m 
1 = 1 
m+n m+n 
for i = m + 1,..., m + n. Then \j Wt = X u 7 holds and thus x e [J t/JVj. From 
i = i i = i 
m m m+n n m 
this x e (J uWi = (J wX, or x e \J uWt = \J uY\. Therefore JC e (J wX, holds for 
i = l i = l i = m + l i = l i = l 
any system {X\ i = 1,..., m} fulfilling (J Xf = X, or x e ( J uYt holds for any 
i = l i = l 
n 
system {F,| i = 1, ..., n} fulfilling (J y, = Y. This implies .verl or xevY9 i.e, 
i = l 
x e r l u vY. Hence v(Xu 7) g vXu vY is valid. 
Now, we shall show that v <£ w. So, let X g P be a subset, xevX SL point. Then 
m m 
jceljMXi for every system {Xt\ i = l , . . . , m } , meN, for which [j X{ = X. 
i = l i = l 
Particularly, for m = 1 and Xt = X we have JC e uX. Thus v ^ u. 
Finally, we prove that v is the coarsest of all ^-topologies on P finer than u. Let w 
be an ^-topology oil P such that w ^ u. Let X g P be a subset and x e wX a point, 
tn 
Let {Xt| i = 1,..., m}, m e N, be a system of sets fulfilling (J Xt = X. Then we 
i = l 
m m m * 
have xe w (J Xt g (J wX* g (J NX*. This yields .xet?Iand hence wX g uX. Con-
i = l i = l / = i 
sequently, w ^ v. We have proved that v is the lower ^-modification of w, i.e. i> = uA. 
The assertion fc) follows immediately from Lemma 1. 
Remark 1. For Cech topologies the same theorem holds (see [12], 3.1. and 3.2.), 
The assertion b) of it is an inr mediate consequence of that contained in Theorem 4. 
5. [/-MODIFICATION 
Lemma 2. Let (P, u) be a topological space. If u is an M-topology, then 
u = sup {v\ v is a U-topology onP,v <* u}. 
Proof. Put # = {v\ v is a U-topology on P, v < u). Then ^ ^ 0 since for the 
topology v on P defined by X g P => vX = 0 we have v e #. Put w = sup #. Clearly, 
H'^w. We shall show that conversely u £ w. For every subset Z g P let us define 
a topology y(2) on P in the following way: 
XяP^v J Г - Л 0 foтZtX, 
X^P^vІZyX^^uZ { o т Z й X 
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Obviously, v(Z) ^ u holds for every subset Z S -P- At first, we shall show that v(Zt 
is an Af-topology for any subset Z £ P. Let X, Y9 Z £ P be subsets, X g Y. If 
Z £ F, then Z £ X and therefore v(Z)X = 0 = t>(Z)F. Otherwise, let Z s K Now, 
if Z £ X, then t?(Z)X = 0 S v(Z)Y9 and if Z £ X, then Z s Y and thus t>(Z)X = uZ = 
=-= fl(Z)F. Hence, in every case we have v(Z)X £
 V{Z)Y. Consequently, v(Z) is an 
Af-topology for any subset Z £ P. 
Next, we shall show that v(Z) is a t/-topology for every subset Z s P. On that 
account, let X, Z S P be subsets. If Z £ X, then u(Z)X = 0 and v(Z)v(z)X = t?(Z)0 S 
S V(Z)-Y since v(Z) is an M-topology. Otherwise, let Z £ X. Then v(Z)v(Z)X = v(z)uZ. 
Now, if Z $ wZ, then t;(Z)wZ = 0 so that v(z)v(Z)X £ v(Z)X9 and if Z s wZ, then 
t>(Z)t/Z = wZ = v(z)X. Thus, in every case we have v(Z)v(Z)X £ v(Z)X. Hence v(Z) is 
a {/-topology. Consequently, v(Z) e & for every subset Z £ P. 
Finally, let X s P be an arbitrary subset. Then uX = t;wX S H>X. From this 
u £ w follows and therefore u = w. The statement is proved. 
Theorem 5. Let (P, u) be a topological space. Ifu is an M-topology, then 
a) uv exists iff u is a U-topology and then uv = u. 
b) uv always exists and it is defined by 
X £ P => uvX = (){Y £ P\uX £ Y9uY £ Y}. 
Proof. The assertion a) follows immediately from Lemma 2. 
b) For any subset % £ P put vX = f) {Y £ P\ uX £ Y9 uY £ Y}. Let X g P 
be a subset and x e vvX a point. Then x e Y for every subset Y £ P fulfilling uvX £ Y 
and uY £ Y. Since u is an M-topology, there holds uvX = u f) {Y £ P\ uX £ Y9 
uY £ Y} £ f) {uY £P\uX£ 7, uY £ Y} £ f) {Y £ P\ uX £ F, uY £Y} = vX. 
Thus, if we put Y = vX9 then Y £ P9 uvX £ Y and uY £ Y. Therefore x e Y = vX 
and we have proved the inclusion vvX £ vX9 so that v is a {/-topology on P. Obviously, 
u ^ v. Let w be a £/-topology on P such that u ^ w. Let X s P be a subset and 
xe vX a point. Then x e F for every subset Y £ P fulfilling uX £ Y and uY £ Y. 
From u ^ w the implication wY £ Y => uY £ Y follows. Thus xe Y for every 
subset Y £ P fulfilling uX £ Y and wY £ Y. Now, if we put Y = wX9 then Y £ P9 
uX £ Y and wY £ Y. Therefore x e Y = n>X and we have proved the inclusion 
vX £ wX. Consequently, v ^ w. This yields that v is the upper {/-modification oft/, 
i.e. v = uv. 
Remark 2. For Cech topologies the same theorem holds (see [12], 3.7. and 3.8.). 
The assertion a) of it is an immediate consequence of that contained in Theorem 5. 
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6. K-MODIFICATION 
Lemma 3. Let (P, u) be a topological space. Then 
u = sup {v\ v is a K-topology onP,v <£ u}J 
Proof. Put # = {v\ v is a K-topology on P, v £ u}. Then # *- 0 since for the 
topology v on P defined by 
X Q P9 X is not one-point => vX = MX, 
f . [0 for x£t*{x}, xeP=->t>{x} = <f . r ' 1 J [{x} for xeu{x}9 
we have t; e #. Put w = sup #. Obviously, W ^ M . We shall show that conversely 
u <; w. For every point z e P let us define a topology t;(z) on P in the following way: 
X s P, X is not one-point => t;(r)X = MX, 
\0 for x =?<- z, 
*{z} for x = z. *
є-,~t,<->{*}-{И{ 
Clearly, t>(2) g w holds for every point zeP. We shall show that viz) is a K-topology 
for any z e P. On that account, let x9 y, z e P be points, x e v(z){y}9 y e viz){x}. Then 
y = z and x = z9 so that x = y and i;(z) is a K-topology. Consequently, vix) e # 
for any point zeP. Next, let X g P be a set. If X is not one-point, then let zeP 
be an arbitrary point, and we have uX = v(z)X g wX. Otherwise, if X = {x}9 xeP9 
then t/X = u{x} = t;(x){x} g w{x} = H>X. Thus, in both cases we have uX g wX. 
From this w £ w follows and therefore u = w. The statement is proved. 
Theorem 6. i>/ (P, w) be a topological space. Then 
a) uK exists iff u is a K-topology and then uK = u. 
b) uK exists iff u is a K-topology and then uK = u. If u is no K-topology, then 
there does not exist any K-topology on P coarser than u^ 
Proof. The assertion a) follows immediately from Lemma 3 and b) is evident. 
Remark 3. For Cech topologies the same theorem holds (see [14], 4.3. and 4.4.). 
It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 6. 
7. ^-MOD IFICATION 
Theorem 7. Let (P, u) be a topological space. Then 
a) uB* always exists and it is defined by 
X g P, X is not one-point => uB*X = uX9 
x e P => uB*{x} = u{x} n{zeP\ xe u{z}}. 
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b) u** always exists and it is defined by 
X g P, X is not one-point => \P*X = wX, 
x G P => u?*{x} = u{x} u {z e P| x e u{z}}. 
Proof, a) For any not one-point set X g Pput vX = uXand for any point xeP 
put t;{jc} = u{x} n {zGP| xeu{z}}. Clearly, v is a 2?*-topology on P and t? ^ u. 
Let H> be a _B*-topology on P such that w ^ t/. Let X g P be a subset. If Xis not one-
point, then wX g wX = t;X. Let X = {x}, JC G P, and let y e wX = w{x} be a point. 
Then y e u{x}, and from y e w{x} it follows JC G H>{>>}, and thus x e u{y\. Hence, 
y G u{x} n {z G P| x e u{z}} = t;{jc} = vX. Therefore wX g vX holds, again. Con­
sequently,w ^ v. This implies that v is the lower 2?*-modification of w, i.e. t; = MB*. 
fr) For any not one-point subset X g P put vX = uX and for any point x G P 
put t;{x} =. W{JC} u {z G P| x e u{z}}. Clearly, v is a 2?*-topology and u ^ v. Let w 
be a 2?*-topology on P such that w g H\ Let X g P be a subset. If X is not one-point, 
then vX = uX g wX. Let X = {*}, x G P. Then t;X = v{x} = W{JC} u {z G P| x e 
eu{z}} g W{JC} u {zeP\xew{z}} = w{x} \J {zeP\ ZGW{X}} = w{x} = wX. There­
fore vX g wX holds, again. Consequently, v ^ w. This implies that v is the upper 
^•-modification of w, i.e. t; = u**. 
Remark 4. For Cech topologies the assertion a) of Theorem 7 holds, only. The 
upper 2?*-modification of a Cech topology always exists, but it is defined in another 
way. (See [14], 2.4. and 2.5.) 
8. ^-MODIFICATION 
Theorem 8. Let (P, u) be a topological space. Then 
a) uB always exists and it is defined by 
X g P, X is not one-point => uBX = uX, 
X ľ " в W {0 forxфu{x}. 
b) vP exists iff u is a B-topology and then uB — u.Ifuis no B-topology, then there 
does not exist any B-topology on P coarser than u. 
Proof, a) For any not one-point subset X g P put vX = uX and for any point 
x e P put v{x} = {x} if x e u{x} and v{x} = 0 if JC £ M{JC}. Clearly, t; is a B-topology 
on P and t; S u. Let w be a .B-topology on P such that H> g u. Let X g P be a subset. 
If X is not one-point, then wX g t/X = t;X. Otherwise, let X = {JC}, jceP. Now, 
if x 6 U{JC}, then wX = M>{JC} g {JC} = v{x} = t;X, and if x $ u{x}9 then wX = H>{JC} = 
= 0 =- rX (since in the other case w{x} ^ 0 we have w{x} = {JC} which implies 
JC € M{JC} and this is a contradiction). Therefore wX g vX holds for any X g P and 
consequently w £ v. This yields that v is the lower /Modification of «,i.e. t; = uB» 
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The assertion b) is evident. 
Remark 5. For Cech topologies the same theorem holds (see [12], 3.3. and 3.4.). 
The assertion b) of it is an immediate consequence of that contained in Theorem 8. 
9. S-MODIFICATION 
Lemma 4. Let (P, u) be a topological space. Ifu is an M-topology, then 
u = inf {i;| v is an S-topology onP,u £ v}. 
Proof. Put # = {v\ v is an S-topology on P, u £ v}. Then # # 0 since for the 
topology v on P defined by X £ P => vX = P we have v e <3. Put w = inf <9. Obvious­
ly, u _ w. We shall show that conversely w i u. For any subset Y g P let us define 
a topology v{Y) on P in the following way: 
IY for X S Y9 
) P for X $ 7. XşP->i>(У)X = íp 
Since w is an Af-topology, it is u ^ v(Y) for every F c P . We shall show that v(Y) is 
an .S-topology for any subset F c P . O n that account, let Y g P, 0 ^ X g P be 
subsets. Let X g 7. Then the implication xeX => xe Y holds and therefore vm{x} = 
= wF is valid for every point xe X. Consequently, viY)X = uY = (J t;(y){x}. Other-
wise, let I | F. Then there exists a point x0eXsuch that JC0 £ F, and therefore it 
is viY){x0} = P. Consequently, v(Y)X = P = (J t?(y){x}. Thus t>(jr) is an S-topology 
xeX 
and viY) e 0 holds for every subset Y g P. Finally, let X £ P be an arbitrary subset. 
Then wX g vmX = HX. Hence w ^ u9 and therefore w = w. The statement is proved. 
Theorem 9. Let (P, u) be a topological space. If u is an M-topology, then 
a) us always exists and it is defined by 
ws0 = 0, 
b) us exists iff u is an S-topology and then if = u. 
Proof, a) Put v0 = u0 and vX = (J «{JC} whenever 0 ?-= X Q P. Obviously 
xeX 
v is an S-topology on P and since u is an Af-tOpology, there holds v ^ u. Let w be 
an S-topology on P such that w £u. Let JT S P be a subset. If X = 0, then wJlf« 
= >v0 £ u0 = t# = t;X. Let X # 0. Then wJf S U w{x} g U w{x} = vX. There-
fore wX g t;X is valid for any subset X £ P. Consequently, w ^ v. This implies 
that v is the lower S-modification of w, i.e. v = us. 
The assertion b) follows immediately from Lemma 4. 
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Remark 6. For closure operations (i.e. O/M-4-topologies) the same theorem 
holds. As for the assertion a) of it see [6], 26A.4. The assertion b) of it is an immediate 
consequence of that contained in Theorem 9. The lower 5-modification of a Bourbaki 
topology (i.e. of an 0/M_4t/-topology) u is exactly the A-complement of u defined 
and studied in [ l ] . 
10. EXAMPLES 
Example 1. Let G be a set and Q a binary relation on G. Let us define a topology u 
on G by 
X g G => uX = {y eG\ Ixe X: XQy). 
The topology u is called associated with the binary relation Q. 
a) The topology u is not /-topology in general and ul is the topology associated 
with the relation g u e where e is the diagonal relation on G. 
b) The topology u is not {/-topology in general, but it is an M-topology, and uu is 
00 
the topology associated with the transitive closure Q of Q (of course, Q = (J Qa). 
n = l 
c) The topology u is not i?*-topology in general and wB* is associated with the rela-
tion Q n Q'1 while vP* is associated with the relation Q \J O"1 (Q~1 is the inverse 
relation to Q). 
d) The topology u is not 5-topology in general and uB is associated with the rela-
tion Q ne (again, e is the diagonal relation on G). 
Example 2. Let (G,.) be a groupoid with a unit element e. Let us define a topology u 
o n G by 
X Q G => uX = {y eG\lxe X: x . y = e}. 
Thus, wX is the set of all right inverse" elements to the elements of X. Let u be called 
a topology induced by the operation.. The topology u is not /-topology in general 
and according to Theorem 2 i/ is defined by X g G => ulX — uX u X. Let (G, o) 
be another groupoid with the unit element e, where the operation o is defined as 
follows: 
\x . y for x T* y, 
We can easily show that vf is induced by the operation o. 
x, y e G = > x o . _ t ,̂ 
•e for x = y. 
Example 3. Let P be a set and u an o/My4 [/-topology (i.e. a Bourbaki topology) 
on P. Let us define a topology v on P by 
* G P => t;AT = MA- n M(P - AT). 
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Then vX is called the boundary of the set X in the topology u, and it is well known 
that uX = X u vX holds for any subset X g P. 
a) The topology v is not /-topology in general and according to Theorem 2 we 
have t/X = vX u X = uX for any subset X £ P. Thus, t/ = u is valid. 
fe) The topology v is not Af-topology in general and according to Theorem 3 we 
have vMX = f) vZ = Q \uZ n w(P - Z)] = 0 for any subset X £ P. 
XCZCP XCZCP 
Example 4. Let P be a set and u an OIMAUB-topology (i.e. Tt-topology) on P. 
a) Let u be connected, i.e. let the implication 
X, YgP,Xn Y = 0 , P = Xu Y=>wX# X o r w F ^ F 
hold. Same as in Example 3, denote by v the boundary in the topology u (i.e. X £ P => 
=> vX = MX n w(P - X)). Then v is not M-topology in general. We shall show that 
vM = u holds. 
Since v <L u and w is an M-topology, we have vM <£ u. Let X be a set and xeuX 
a point. Then x e l o r xer f . At first, suppose that xeX. Then u{x} *fr {x} or 
u(P - {x}) ̂  P - {x} since w is connected. But u is an /.B-topology and therefore 
u{x) = {x}. Hence u(P - {x}) # P - {*} and this yields w(P - {x}) = P since u is 
an /-topology. From this v{x} = u{x} n u(P - {.x}) = {x}. Consequently, xe\JvZ. 
zcx 
At second, suppose that x e vX. But then xe\JvZ holds trivially. We have proved 
zcx 
the implication xeuX => xe\J vZ. As \JvZ = vMX (according to Theorem 3), 
zcx zcx 
it is uX £ vMX. Hence u <Z'vM. Indeed, vM = u is valid. 
b) The topology u is not 5-topology in general and according to Theorem 9 we 
have us0 = w0 = 0 and 0 # X g P => usX = (J u{x} = (J {x} = X. So that us is 
jceX xeX 
the so called discrete topology on P. 
Appendix. For the modifications of Cech topologies (found in [12] and [14]) the 
axioms preserved by these individual modifications are determined in [16]. To 
complete our investigations of the modifications of topologies without axioms, it is 
necessary to do an analogous determination for them. It will be done in the forth­
coming paper. 
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